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ABSTRACτ

A first principle m'O del 'O f c巳ment precalcinati'O n system is
devel 'O ped f'Or the purp 'Ose 'O f c'Ontroller's design and
synthesis. The dynamic m'O del is based 'On the mass and
energy balance principle and c'O nsists 'O f a set 'O f 'Ordinary
differential equati 'Ons. Based 'O n s'Ome l'O gical assumpti'O ns,
the m'O del not only c'Onsiders the reacti 'On mechanisms but
als 'O reduces the c'Omplexity 'O f precalciner system.τhe
m'O del is divided int'O a preheater subm'O del and a calciner
subm'O de l. Separate subm'O del for preheater and calciner
are initially devel 'Oped and c'Oupled t'O gether t'O build an
integrated model. The m'O del takes the gas content int'O
acc'Ount and can obtain the values 'O f all key 'O utput
variables in precalcinati'O n pr'O cess. A stati 'O nary s'O luti 'On
for the model is found and dynamic simulati'Ons 'O f step
changes in the input variables are sh'Own.
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1. Introduction
At the present time dry pr'O cess cement pr'O ducti 'O n has
already bec'Ome the m'O st advanced technol 'O gy, and some
80% 'O f the gl 'Obal cement clinker production is 'Obtained
from this techn'O l'O gy[l]. Control 'O f precalcinati'O n in
cement producti'On is 'O f great imp 'Ortance because the
degree 'O f precalcinati'O n of the raw meal affects the
quality 'O f the clinker and the 'Operation and the energy
requirements 'Of the rotary kiln. Furtherm'Or巳， f1 uctuati 'Ons
'O fthe degree 'O fprecalcinati 'O n may cause instability in the
wh'O le cement pyropr'O cess as well as increased carbon
mon'Oxide producti 'O n which is a significant p'O llution
fact 'O r that under certain circumstances may lead t'O
expl 'Osive gas mixtures[2].
In recent years c'Ontrol problems of this field have
attracted m'Ore and m'Ore attenti 'O n. Koumboulis et al. have
pr'Ovided an indirect adaptive neural c'O ntr'O ller that
regulates the abgasses temperature to c'Ontrol the
precalcinati'O n degree. The par纽neters 'O fthe c'Ontr'O ller are
c'O mputed 'O n the basis 'O f a p'O lynomial neural netw'Ork
that identifies off-line the variati'O ns 'O f the real industrial
measurements 'O fthe variables ofthe pr'O cess[3]. Z'O u et al.
have respectively pr'Op'O sed the predictive c'Ontrol
arithmetics based 'O n the different predictive m'O del t'O
control the calciner temperature, 'One is the dynamic fuzzy
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model and the 'Other is grey m'O del[4][5]. Xu et al. have
pr'Op'O sed a hierarchical c'O mp'Osite structure t'O c'O ntr'O l the
calciner temperature. The alg 'O rithm c'O nsists 'O f a
parameter self-leaming PID c'Ontroller using liner neur'On
and a feedf'Orward c'Ontr'O ller and a prop'O rti 'O nal
controller[6]. The literatures cited ab'Ove have a c'O mm'On
ground that they are all based 'O n the "black b'Ox" m'O del t'O
design the controller. The "black b'O x" m'O del f'Ound巳d 'On
the experimental data is relatively simple, but it do巳s not
find 'Out the relati'O nship 'Of th巳 input and 'Output variables
adequately.
The first principle m'O del can understand the reaction
mechanisms in the precalcîner system and 'O btain the
c'O upling relati'O nship am'O ng the variables. Fidaros et al.
presented a numerical m'O del and a parametric study 'O f the
f1'O w and transp 'Ort processes taking place in cement
calciner. The numerical m'O del is based 'O n the s'O luti 'On 'O f
the Navier-St'O kes equati 'O ns for the gas f1 ow, and 'On
Lagrangean dynamics f'Or the discrete particles[7]. But the
mathematical models were devel 'Oped with c'O mputati'Onal
f1 uid dynamics meth'O d and very c'O mplicated t'O design
the c'Ontroller.
The purp'O se 'Of this paper is t'O devel 'Op a simple first
principle m'O del descripti 'On 'O f cement precalcination
process f'O r c'O ntrol purp 'Oses. The dyn缸丑ic properties of
this m'O del will be validated and simulated, against the
experimental data. Ultimately this w'Ork aims at the
dev e1'Opment 'O f the strategy f'Or c'Ontr'O l 'O f cement
precalcinati'On process.
In the f'O ll'Owing secti 'O n a brief introduction t'O the system
is provided and secti'O n 3 gives the detailed m'O del
formulati 'On 'O f the precalciner system. Secti 'On 4 discusses
the m'O del validati 'O n and sh'Ows dynamic simulations of
the model.

2. Process Description
The precalciner system investigated here is sketched on
Fig. 1. It consists offour-stage cyclone preheater (CP) and
a calciner. The calcineous raw meal is passed through the
former three preheater before it is sent t'O the calciner. The
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calciner. The calcinations of raw meal starts in the
calciner once the calcination temperature is reached.

Energy required for the ca1cination reaction is given by
pulverized co aI combustion. The tertiary air supplies
oxygen for the combustion. The function of the last stage
preheater is similar to that of a conventional cy cI one
S巳parator. The gas reverses its direction and leaves
through the exit duct while the solids leave from the
bottom to the rotary kiln.
In the precalciner system, manipulated variables are the
coal flow rate and the tertiary air flow rate. But the latter
does not be a传justed frequently because the tertiary air has
strongly coupled with the gas into rotary kiln. 刀le mass
flow rate and CaC0 3 content of raw meal are the primary
disturbances. Because the precalcination rate can not be
measured on- Iine, the gas temperature at the exit of
ca1ciner can be considered as the contro l1 ed variable. The
CPl exit temperature and the content of O2 and CO are
also the key measured variables.
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Figure 1. The preca1c iner system

• The walI of preheater and ca1ciner is treated as perfect
insulator, and the heat loss and air leak are negligible.
• Gas and solid have a completely heat exchange and
obtain the same temperature in the heat exchange pipe
of preheater.
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g， and the pulverized coal combusts completely.
The dynamic mathematical model deveIoped in cI udes a
set of the heat and mass balance equations. Because the
raw meal mainly undergoes the preheated and calcined
processes in the precalcination process, the system modeI
can be divided into two submodels, the preheater
submodel and the calciner submodeI.
3.1 The Preheater Submodel
A schematic of preheater unit considered is shown in Fig.
2. For the dry process, the moisture ∞ntent is general1y
present in very smaII amount (typicaIIy ~ 0.5%). The
ene咆y requirements for removing the moisture from the
raw meal being smalI (less than 0.5% of the total energy
consumptio剖， the raw meal is considered to be free of
moisture in this work. However , the dev eIoped
企amework is quite general and in cI uding evaporation of
moisture is straightforward[8].
There are two types of the raw meal in the preheater, one
is the solid I臼ving 企'om the bottom to the next unit, the
other is the entrained soIi d (dust). The temperature of dust
is the same to that ofthe outflow gas.
Each stage preheater unit consists of a cy cI one separaωr
and a heat 缸change pipe.τhe cy cI one separator is used to
separate solid from 伊s. And the heat exchange of the gas
and solid mainly occurs inside the pipe. Based on the
assumption the temperature of mixture can be calculated
as fo lIows:
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3. Dynamic Mathematical Model
In dev eI oping the model, every effort is made to make it
as simple as possible while maintaining the essential
dynamics that have been observed qualitatively. Some of
assumptions could be reI axed without increasing the
computational complexity.
The assumptions which are made are as fo l1ows:
• The ca1cination reaction is assumed to occur only in
the ca1ciner.
• Chemical reaction rate fo l1ows the Arrhenius law, and
secondarγreactions were discarded.
• It is supposed that specific heat and reaction heat are
constant and temperature independent.
• In every preheater and ca1ciner heat transfer between
gas and solid is complete.
• The separate rate of the preheat巳r is constant and
determined by the equipment.
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As can be seen 企om Fig. 2( 屿， the input of CP4 differs
from the former preheater. Its input is the output of
ca1ciner, not the upper preheater output. Therefore the
model equations are also different from the former
preheater mod eI s.
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Figure 2. Schematic of(a) preheater
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The balance equations of the preheater submodel are
shown in Table 1.

3.2 The Calciner Submodel

mixture of gas and solid.
As can be seen from the Table 2, the main
physicochemical processes taking place in the calciner are
coal combustion and the strongly endothermic calcination
reaction ofthe raw meal[9][10].
The reaction rate of calcination and combustion reactions
are as follows:
( E~，m ì mιm
rra(:D. = krarn, . exp 1 一」之二"- 1. 一」二三一
(2)
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The mathematical model of calciner is based on a
schematic shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic of calciner
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The detai!ed model equations of calciner are shown in
Table 3.

The input streams of calciner are: the preheated raw meal
leaving from CP3 , the pulverized coal , the tertiary air and
the kiln exhaust. The output stream of calciner is the
Table 1
Equation system for the preheater submodei (i = 1,2,3)
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Table 2
Reactions, Kinetics , and Heats ofReaεtions
ReactlOns
caC03 = CaO + CO,
3C+ 202 = CO2 + 2CO
2CO + O2 = 2C02
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Table 3
Equation system for the calciner submodel
Mass balance for the gas
Mass balance for the solid
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Table 4
The comparison of experimental data and simulation data
The precalcination
The 02 content (%)
型e

experimental data
simulation dat丑
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4. Process Simulations
The process model has been implemented and simulated
in MATLAB( . The validation data are 台om the hot
experiment of cement plant[2]. Under the same conditions ,
the values of the key output variables are shown in Table
4. Given the precalciner system in the steady state
operation some step changes have been simulated in the
input variables in order to investigate the dynamic
behavior. The open-loop process response for the key
output variable is evaluated.
4.1 Change in The Mass Flow Rafe of Raw Meal
The mass flow rate of raw meal is one of the main
disturbance variables, therefore a step change of
magnitude +1 0% has been applied after 100s simulation
and the actuator is again given its initial value af王er the
transient has settled. The obtained results are shown in
Fig.4.
When the mass flow rate of raw meal is augmented, an
appreciable drop of the gas temperature at the CPl and
calciner exit is observed. The precalcination rate also has

The CO content (%)

(%)

9 1.3

。 1

2.80
2.81

92.1

0.15

a decrease, while the O2 content has an incr四se. The
required time to reach the new steady-state operating
point is approximate 200s.
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Figure 4. Simulation of step response in raw meal flow
rate (+ 10% at 100s) and (-10% at 500s)
4.2 Change in The CaC03 Content of Raw Meal
The CaC0 3 content of raw meal is other important
disturbance variable. An increase ofmagnitude +1 0% has
been introduced and also again given its initial value at

the 500s. The process response is shown in Fig. 5. As can
be appreciat右:d， the CPl exit temperature, the calciner exit
temperature and th巳 precalcination rate all have a decrease,
whereas the O2 content has an increase.
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f1 0w rate compared to chang巳s in the f1 0w rate of raw
meal. The figure also reveals that the coupling
re1 ationship of gas f1 0w ra始 gives a complex change of
the precalciner system.
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Figure 5. Simulation of step response in raw meal CaC0 3
content (+1 0% at 100s) and (-10% at 500s)

Figure 7. Simulation of step response in tertiary air f1 0w
rate (+ 10% at 100s) and (-10% at 500s)

4.3 Change in The Mass Flow Rate ofPulverized Coal

This is the reason why the tertiary air f1 0w rate was not
oft巳n adjusted alone. As can be observed, when the O2
content in the calciner is sufficient, further more
increasement to gas f1 0w rate will bring more heat lost
from the precaìciner system and the CO content has ìittìe
change.

The mass f1 0w rate of pulverized coal is the mainly
manipulated variable. The used step change wωalso
+1û% of nominaì conditions, and again retumed to the
initial value after the new steady state reached. The
process response is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, a
considerable increase of the CPl 巳xit temperature, the
calciner exit temperature and the pr四alcination rate is
observed. But the O2 content has an appreciable decrease.
The required time to reach the ne切 steady-state operating
point is approximate 120s.
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(+1 0% at 100s) and (-10% at 500s)
4.4 Change in The Mass Flow Rate ofTertiary Air
Because there is a strongly coupling relationship between
the tertiary air and the gas into rotary kiln, the tertiary air
f1 0w rate is not often a司justed. Here a step change of
magnitude 十 10% was also applied to the tertiary air f1 0w
rate in order to obtain th巳 dynamic response. Fig. 7 shows
that the calciner exit temperature and the precalcination
rate both have a modest decrease and the O2 content has
an mcrease.
These figures show that the precalciner system is faster to
retum to a steady state solution given a change in the coal

5. Conclusion
A dynamic 丑rst principle model for the cement
precalciner system has been developed and presented. It
consists of a preheater mode1 and a calciner mode l. Th ey
are both a set of ordinary differential equations for the
mass and energy balance.
The static solutions of the model ar巳 validated to the hot
experimental data, and the precision is satisfactory. The
dynamic responses show that changes in the pulverized
coal f1 0w rate can control the calciner exit temperature
and the precalcination rate while only changes in the
tertiary air will cause the whole system complicated
changes. The response is similar compared to the
operation rules.
The model has not yet been validated on the dynamic
experimental data, and the resuIts of dynamic response are
only qualitative. The further work has to be done to obtain
the quantitative results of dynamic response. But the
dynamic model has shown potential to predict the
dynamic behavior ofthe real cement precalciner system.
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Appendix
Nomen c1 ature
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LJH

cfkmpr

actlvat lO n energy
mole mass
perfect-gas constant
temperature
volume
reaction heat
specific heat
flow rate
preexponential factor
红lass

percentage
specific reaction rate
Greek symbol
fJ

Subscripts
Al2 0 3
C
CaC03
CaO
CO
CO2
Fe203

separat巳 efficiency

S

alumina
carbon
calcium carbonate
calcium oxide
carbon monoxide
carbon dioxide
ferric oxide
oxygen
calciner
dust
gas
the stage of preheater
kiln exhaust
solid
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